Abstract-We introduce a symbol by symbol, soft-input softoutput (SISO) multiuser detector for frequency selective multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels. The basic principle of this algorithm is to extract a posteriori probabilities (APPs) of all interfering symbols at each symbol interval and then feed these updated APPs as a priori probabilities (apPs) for joint APP extraction in the next symbol interval. Unlike nearoptimal block oriented sphere decoding (SD) and soft decision equalization (SDE), the computational complexity of this updating APP (UA) algorithm is linear in the number of symbols. However, the exponential computational load of optimal joint APP extraction makes the basic UA impractical. To decrease computations we replace the optimal joint APP extractor by a groupwise SISO multiuser detector with a soft sphere decoding core. The resulting reduced complexity updating APP (RCUA) equalizer is flexible in different situations and outperforms the traditional sub-optimal MMSE-DFE without increasing the computational costs substantially.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems promise to increase spectral efficiency far beyond single-input singleoutput Shannon limit [1] . In order to enjoy this huge increase in capacity, we need to develop efficient and reliable receivers for MIMO systems. This design can be challenging, especially in frequency selective channels where the transmitted signal has to be detected in the presence of noise, intersymbol interference (ISI) and multiuser interference (MUI). Optimal detection in this environment involves solving an integer least squares problem, which is in general NP hard. The BCJR maximum a posteriori (MAP) [2] and Viterbi equalizers find the optimal solutions but are not practical because their computational complexity grows exponentially with the product of channel memory size and number of users. Standard suboptimal reduced-complexity methods [3] [4] [5] [6] as well as linear prefiltering [7] can be used to decrease the computational load, but the practical difficulties of adapting these techniques to MIMO channels and their tradeoff between performance and computational costs makes them less popular. For complexity reasons, typical equalizers use heuristic methods that can be linear like zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizers or nonlinear like decision feedback equalizers (DFE). Linear equalizers are the least complex, but DFE shows better performance at high enough SNRs while still having much lower complexity than optimal BCJR or VA. In DFE the effects of past symbols are subtracted using their estimates. This approach can suffer from error propagation at low SNRs. The other problem with these methods is that they can not handle overloaded situations, where the number of transmit antennas is more than the number of receive antennas, as in a cellular system uplink. Optimal MIMO DFE solutions have been investigated in [8] [9] , and in [10] low complexity SISO LE and DFE equalizers are developed based on the MMSE criterion.
Recently some quasi-ML, block detection techniques have been developed, such as sphere decoding (SD) and soft decision equalization (SDE). The SD algorithm proposed by Fincke and Pohst [11] finds all signal points in a sphere of given radius centered on the received vector. Instead of an exhaustive search over all possible data vectors for the least squares solution, we can restrict our search only to the points in the sphere and thereby reduce the number of computations. This technique has many applications in communications. Reference [12] investigates its usage in frequency selective MIMO channels. The other technique, SDE [13] , is based on probabilistic data association (PDA) filtering [14] ; it processes the received signal using an iterative posterior probability updating and PDA-type Gaussian forcing.
The desirability of these algorithms depends on the situation. SD finds the optimal ML solution and its computational complexity is shown to be linear in constellation size and polynomial (less than third order) in the number of symbols in the block over a wide range of SNRs, provided that the system is not overloaded [15] . SDE attains near-ML performance with complexity that is comparable to that of SD. In low SNRs, the complexity of both methods grows; in SD, the sphere radius grows, and in SDE the required number of iterations increases (3-4 iterations at high SNRs and 7-14 iterations at low SNRs). In overloaded conditions, SD complexity climbs exponentially in the number of excess users. SDE complexity is much less sensitive to overload, although performance is somewhat degraded. SDE provides soft decisions, but it makes no use of a priori information (it does not "take hints"). So SDE equalizers cannot be used in turbo equalization systems where the flow of extrinsic data between the equalizer and decoder helps us achieve higher capacity. The original SD provides only hard decisions but some variations of it have been proposed in [15, 16] that provide soft decisions and also utilize a priori probabilities (apPs) in their input, so these equalizers can be used in iterative decoding and equalization systems.
These imperfections are natural to any quasi-ML method and vary from one to another, but the main problem of SD and SDE lies in their block detection processing. Because their computational complexity grows cubically with the number of symbols in the block, we cannot send frames of long or infinite lengths. Further, the algorithms require interblock zero padding. This causes significant losses in capacity when the frames are short and the channel memory is long.
In this paper we develop a new sub-optimal symbol by symbol SISO multiuser detection technique. Our updating APP (UA) equalizer processes the signal acquired in each symbol time separately. It is based on calculating joint a posteriori probabilities (APP) of all interfering symbols at each symbol time, then updating the APPs at the next symbol times. So, unlike block oriented techniques, the computational complexity of UA equalizer grows linearly with the number of symbols. The complexity of optimal joint APP extraction is exponential in the product of number of users and memory length. This exponential computational complexity makes the basic UA algorithm impractical.
To decrease the number of computations, we replace the optimal joint APP extraction by a suboptimal iterative group detection technique inspired by IMUD [17] . We also suggest implementing the core APP extractor in the group detector by a soft SD. The resulting reduced-complexity UA (RCUA) algorithm performs better than the traditional sub-optimal MMSE-DFE without increasing the computational costs substantially. It is also uniquely flexible to the changes in the number of antennas. Unlike most other algorithms, it does not fail or become too computationally complex when the system is overloaded. UA can also easily be used in popular iterative decoding systems. Further, because of its symbol by symbol nature, it can share information between different base-stations (macrodiversity), which is the subject of our future research.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model in frequency selective MIMO channels. Section III develops the RCUA equalizer in three steps. The first states the basic idea of updating APPs at each time slot. The second describes the groupwise detector concept and the third shows the usage of soft SD within the group detector. Section IV evaluates the RCUA algorithm and compares the results with other techniques, and it is followed by conclusions in section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider discrete-time, baseband equivalent of a MIMO system with t N transmit and r N receive antennas. Each of the t r N N links in this system is modeled as a linear finite impulse response (FIR) dispersive channel with L symbol-spaced taps. Each tap follows an independent Gaussian distribution according to the channel's power delay profile. We assume that the receiver has perfect channel state information (CSI) and that the overall channel impulse response is constant in a block of N symbols and changes independently to the next. This block-fading frequency-selective model is realistic in high data rate systems like EDGE [18] and is also frequently used in literature. Using it also makes comparisons with SD and SDE easier. However, the UA algorithm is not block oriented, and it can also be used in adaptive systems where the channel impulse response changes over a block. Fig. 1 shows our MIMO system model. At the receiver end, the signal is perturbed by independent identically distributed (i.i.d) additive complex Gaussian noise. Single-input singleoutput channel impulse response from the j th transmitter to the i th receiver is denoted by
. The symbol sent from the j th user in time interval k is denoted by j k b . It typically comes from an M-QAM constellation. We only consider the BPSK case, where b is{ 1} ± , in this paper in order to simplify the formulas. Generalization of the formulas to M-QAM is straightforward. We also suppose that each noise sample
v is a complex Gaussian random variable with unit variance, and that they are mutually independent.
The received signal at the i th antenna in time interval k can then be expressed as
Equation (1) can be written in matrix form as
where 
With the notations discussed in this section, optimal detection is equal to solving a least squares problem 2 min − y Hb in all transmitted symbols, which is NP hard in general. As noted earlier, SD and SDE find the optimal block solutions in some situations. In contrast, we retreat to (2) and develop a sub-optimal, symbol by symbol, SISO multiuser detection algorithm with low computational complexity.
III. SYMBOL BY SYMBOL RCUA EQUALIZER
We now develop the Reduced-Complexity Updating APP method in three steps. First, the basic operation of the UA equalizer is to calculate joint APPs of all t N L interfering symbols at one symbol time, then feed them as apPs to the next. Because computational complexity of optimal joint APP extraction is exponential in t N L , the basic UA algorithm is not practical. In the second step, we therefore propose an iterative group detection technique to reduce the computational complexity without much degradation in performance. Finally, in the third step, we make this scheme even simpler by using a soft sphere decoder as the core joint APP extractor in the group detector.
A. Basic Format
The basic idea of UA equalizer is to process received data at each time interval separately, extract the information and then pass it to the next time. Detecting
is a multiuser detection (MUD) problem where we have r N received measurements and t N L transmitted symbols. This is clear from rewriting (2) as
A joint APP extractor uses as input the a priori probabilities and the received signal in the symbol interval, and generates the a posteriori log likelihood ratios (LLR) as 
These a posteriori probabilities can in turn be fed as a priori probabilities (apPs) to the next symbol time. Fig. 2 shows the basic structure of this system and Fig. 3 illustrates the process of calculating soft decision in more detail. The computational complexity of UA algorithm in its basic format is linear in the number of symbols, but exponential in t N L , because the joint APP extractor has to calculate (5) over all . 2 t N L vectors possible for each bit. To implement this system we need to modify the optimal joint APP extractor in order to decrease its computational load without sacrificing much of the performance.
B. Iterative Group Detection
As explained in section IIIA, the duty of the joint APP extractor block in the UA structure is to perform SISO MUD. There are a number of ways in the literature to perform MUD with less computational complexity, such as SD but SD has polynomial complexity only when we have a full rank channel matrix, and with rank deficiency the computations grow exponentially with number of deficiencies. So in our case, SD is not desirable because the MUD in the UA algorithm is usually overloaded. On the other hand, the IMUD algorithm recently introduced in [17] is an iterative groupwise SISO MUD method that reduces the computations especially when the number of transmit antennas is more than receivers (the overloaded case). Applying its principles to our problem will be beneficial.
The IMUD algorithm divides the interfering symbols into non-overlapping groups that are detected separately and in succession. To detect a group, IMUD first removes the effect of all other groups by soft cancellation. Then the results go through a joint APP extractor which provides soft decisions for the symbols in the selected group. The soft decisions in turn allow soft cancellation of that group's symbols in the detection of subsequent groups. After all the groups are detected, we do the whole process again and iterate until all the APPs converge, which usually happens in 2-3 iterations. So the computational complexity of IMUD is exponential in the group size g N , instead of the whole number of users t N . Because g t N N < , we gain a huge reduction in computation at the cost of relatively small performance degradation.
In the original IMUD, users are assigned to a group in MMSE-VBLAST order, but Fig. 3 shows that our problem has some natural grouping strategies according to the transmission time. The whole
, of the t N symbols comprising
We define i h as the i th column of H and i b as the bit associated with it. We can rewrite(4), symbol-wise and groupwise, respectively, as
1... j L = . Using the a priori probabilities, we can calculate the mean and variance of each bit
What we know about i b is i µ and σ . Equations (10) - (12) show the results when all the groups except j G , the group being detected, are cancelled.
We then feed j k y , j k R and a priori probabilities of the symbols in j G to a joint APP extractor and use the resulting LLRs to update means and variances of the symbols in j G .
Symbols in k G are the most recent symbols, so we have no a priori information about them. The best strategy is to start the detection from this group because we have apP of all other groups and can cancel them. Then k G would be detected with the best quality. Next, we detect the other groups in descending order. After all the groups are finished we go back to k G and start the process again. LLRs typically converge in two (sometimes three) iterations.
It should be noted that the joint APP extractor here is a little bit different from (5) to handle the colored noise (or we can still use (5) after first whitening the noise using Cholesky decomposition). Fig. 4 shows the structure of this system.
C. Soft Sphere Decoder
The last step to develop the RCUA algorithm is to replace the joint APP extractors in UA-IMUD (Fig. 4) with soft sphere decoders. Soft SD finds the points in a sphere around the received vector k y . Then instead of an exhaustive search on all possible points like (5), it restricts the calculations only to the points in the sphere. LLRs are then calculated as 
IV. ALGORITHM EVALUATION AND SIMULATIONS
In this section we investigate the characteristics of RCUA algorithm and its performance and complexity in full rank and overloaded situations. We compare the results with optimal BCJR and SD as well as nearly optimal SDE and sub-optimal MMSE-DFE.
A. Simulations
In these simulations we use an exponential power delay profile. So the mean power of channel taps decreases exponentially and SNR is defined as sum of the mean power of all taps divided by noise power. All the simulations are done for 10,000 random channels. Although RCUA can handle blocks of any length, the blocks have been kept short to facilitate comparison with SD and SDE. Three cases are considered. As we see RCUA algorithm achieves a better result than MMSE-DFE not only in BER but also in the diversity order that is shown in the slope of the BER curve. RCUA shows almost the same diversity order as the optimal detector and experiences less than 2 dB of loss over the SNR range. RCUA performance is near optimal and again better than MMSE-DFE. As it seems the extra information coming from more antennas help the algorithm to feedback better estimates and improve the performance.
3) Overloaded system t r N N > Most techniques handle this case poorly. SD can keep the optimal performance only by computational complexity that grows exponentially with the product of number of deficiencies and block size. SDE manages to keep a sub-optimal performance but reaches an error floor. It also cannot be used in an iterative system so it can not improve performance through turbo equalization and decoding. As we see in Table I compares the computational complexity and performance of different algorithms in full-rank and overloaded situations provided that the SNRs are high enough. It shows that RCUA is very flexible, and does not fail or become too computationally complex in any situation. The table does not show that, unlike RCUA, the computational complexity of SD and SDE increases in low SNRs because SDE needs more iterations to converge and the radius of the sphere grows in SD.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced the SISO reduced-complexity updating APP (RCUA) equalizer. RCUA uses the powerful tools of soft SD, soft cancellation and group detection in a hybrid way and achieves performance gain over the traditional sub-optimal MMSE-DFE. Because of the symbol by symbol process, its computational complexity is linear in the number of symbols and, unlike SD and SDE, it is able to process long or infinite streams of data. UA does not fail or become too computational complex in overloaded situations. It can also be used in iterative turbo equalization systems. The overall characteristics and flexibility of this algorithm make it worthwhile to be considered in future wireless communication systems. 
